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Thumbs drive most interactions 
on mobile screens. 75% of users 
touch the screen with one thumb. 
We use hands interchangeably.

Steven Hoober, “Design for Fingers, Touch, and People”, March, 2017.

The Process

01 Working 
In 2020



↬ Julie Zhuo, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e



↬ UI Design Tips, Tomáš Čakloš, https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2019/12/ui-design-tips-speed-up-workflow/



↬ Julie Zhuo, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e





↬ Daniel Priestley, https://twitter.com/DanielPriestley/status/1037752857620037633



Junior Designers vs. Senior Designers, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e

SPACES VS TABS SKETCH VS PHOTOSHOP GIF VS GIF
GRUNT VS GULP NPM VS YARN

FILE STRUCTURE
BEM VS SMACSS

FLAT VS SKEUOMORPHIC
AZURE VS INDESIGN REACT VS VUE
PROGRESSIVE ENHANCEMENT VS SINGLE PAGE APPS

ANGULAR VS EMBER

NATIVE VS WEB

SVG VS ICON FONTS
WORDPRESS VS DRUPAL

PHP VS RUBY VS NODE VS PYTHON
SASS VS LESS

https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e
























“ If machine learning algorithms can 
classify a complex set of thousands of 
handwritten symbols — such as 
handwritten Chinese characters — with a 
high degree of accuracy, then we should 
be able to classify the 150 components 
within our system and teach a machine to 
recognize them. 

 

— Benjamin Walkins 
https://airbnb.design/sketching-interfaces/

https://airbnb.design/sketching-interfaces/




↬ Design Systems Survey 2019, https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/2019/

https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/


↬ Design Systems Survey 2020, https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/2020/



↬ Design Systems Survey 2020, https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/2020/



↬ Design Systems Survey 2020, https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/2020/



↬ Design Systems Survey 2020, https://designsystemssurvey.seesparkbox.com/2020/



↬ Storybook, https://storybook.js.org/



↬ Design System Scorecards, https://superfriendlydesign.systems/articles/design-systems-pilots-scorecards/



[Add stuff from 
Nathan’s talk]
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↬ Mind The Gap, Luke Wroblewski, https://youtu.be/mAiNdU1go1A



































User Frustrations In 2020
User Behavior Patterns

Tiny scrollable panes.  

Tiny click targets. 

Unexpected content shifts. 

Unexpected page reloads. 

Country selector dropdown. 

Generic error messages. 

Input fully cleared on error. 

Disabled “Next” buttons.

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Unsupported “Back” button. 

Disabled copy-paste. 

No text input fallback in sliders. 

Draconian pass requirements. 

Retyping complex input. 

Birthday picker, starting 2020. 

Scrolljacking and parallax. 

Identifying buses/crosswalks.

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Cry ;-(

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!

Argh!



User Delighters In 2020
User Behavior Patterns

Fast, accessible experience.  

Large, legible text. 

Large checkboxes, radios. 

Input boxes as input boxes. 

Focus and active states. 

Simple pass requirements. 

Predictable tabbing in forms. 

Helpful error messages.

Smart, fast autocomplete. 

User input persisted on refresh. 

Drop-down opening on tap/click. 

Easy undos, edits, cancellations. 

Predictable “Back” button. 

Snoozing notifications. 

Pausing subscriptions. 

Transparent pricing.

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!

Awww!



by Paul Boag



Hidden Costs (Paul Boag)
Privacy UX

Dark patterns help increase conversion short-
term, but can damage company’s reputation 
irreversibly long-term. Often there are hidden 
costs that aren’t considered when a solution is 
implemented: lost in processing returns, cost of 
support, sales, marketing, renewed acquisition. 

“



Healthy Business MetricsHealthy Business MetricsHealthy Business Metrics Mix

Conversion rate. 

Time to repeat purchase. 

Accuracy of customer data. 

Time to first share. 

Time to first purchase. 

Time to first upgrade. 

Custom perf metrics. 

Life-time value.

Increase!

Increase!

Sales and marketing costs. 

Customer support inquiries. 

Confusing encounters per visit. 

Negative encounters per visit. 

Total cost and ratio of returns. 

Ratio of negative reviews. 

“Marked as spam” signal. 

“Turn-around” score.

Psychology of eCommerce

Reduce!

Increase!

Measure!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Improve!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!

Reduce!



Noriaki 
Kano
Professor in University of Tokyo, 
focused on software quality. 





• Threshold attributes are all about basics. 
Basic expectations that customers have.

• Performance attributes are all about satisfying. 
These are the things customers know they want.

• Excitement attributes are all about delighting. 
These are the things customers don’t know they want.

Jason Spool, Mindtools, https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCT_97.htm

The Kano Model

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCT_97.htm






The Process.



We often focus on process and tools, 
but often overlook the hard part  —  
alignment and design/dev literacy, 
wild-spread across the organization.

The Process.



Everybody is a designer in the team. 
Because everybody on the team makes 
design decisions, consciously or not. To 
avoid mistakes, we need to communicate.

The Process.





Tactical Teams

Build smaller, tactical teams — teams 
that are capable of executing multiple 
rounds of planning, design, and code 
quickly and independently. 

“

Trent Walton, “Reorganization”
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↬ Julie Zhuo, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e
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Good people.



Text First.

Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
Magazine’s 
Relaunch

Problem.
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Behavior Diagram.

Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
Magazine’s 
Relaunch

Problem.
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Content 
Wireframes.

Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
Magazine’s 
Relaunch

Problem.
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Communication

Alignment02



Standups.



Weekly on video, the rest just text. 
Need to highlight priorities and the 
blockers. Regularly check-in with 
colleagues: “How can I help you today?”

Standups.



18 mins.



Needed for alignment, but hurt 
productivity massively. Sandbox 
meetings to a specific min count — 
e.g. 18mins, 38 mins. Never 15/30/45.

18-mins Meetings.



Send out a meeting agenda and invite 
everyone to add notes to it beforehand. 
Enough time to go deep on a subject but 
not enough to get lost in a rabbit hole.

Meetings.



↬ Focus Blocks, Cameron Moll, http://cameronmoll.com/journal/question-how-can-i-use-focus-blocks-and-heads-down-time



Task switching is the biggest hit on 
productivity. Start by suggesting a day 
when no regular meetings can take 
place (allowing for exceptions).

Focus Blocks.



Encourage the team to have only 1 
communication channel in that time.  
Need to reach me now: call/Telegram 
Reply OK within 1h: DM on Slack 
Reply OK within a day: public Slack/Notion 
Reply OK within a few days: email

Focus Blocks.



Zoom Fatigue.



Never more than 2 Zoom calls a day. 
Remote is slower and more exhausting. 
Encourage everyone to turn on their 
cam for the call to avoid multi-taskers.

Zoom Fatigue.



Language.



In a big company, you always look 
through a microscope, not a telescope. 
Specialized teams have very specific, 
and scoped type of language.

Language.



In a big company, you always look 
through a microscope, not a telescope. 
As a result, language specialization 
starts to create fragmentation.

Language.



Language.
Create overlaps between design and 
development teams. Include designers 
in dev conversations. Include devs in 
design conversations — and decisions.





Keep a diary.



Keep a separate doc/card for every 
person you have a meeting with. 
Reference it in your calendar invites, 
use it as a running agenda. Gives you a 
full record of conversations over time. 

Keep a diary.



Estimate buffers.



Estimation formula: 2 × π × r + 2 weeks. 
With r being your most optimistic 
assumption of how much time you’ll 
need to deliver. The rest is your buffer.

Estimate buffers.



Late work.



Staying up late to fix a bug or finish a 
project is expensive. Usually requires a 
full refactoring the next morning, and 
often isn’t discussed with colleagues.

Late work.



Conflicts.



Ask both person how much they care 
(on the scale from 1–10). The one who 
cares more, wins but then also carries 
the responsibility and ownership.

Conflicts.



Exposure hours.



Strong sense of growing with customers, 
with focus on experience, authenticity, 
personality, trust and relationships. 
Initially speaking to customer every 
Friday, later “at every conference”. 
Learning inform next decisions.

Exposure hours.



The Guidelines

Remote03



Water Cooler.



We often romanticize the serendipity of 
running into people by accident. But this 
often leads to interruptions, not brilliant 
ideas. Great ideas can be everywhere.

Water Cooler.



Remote Space.



We need a space for people to share, 
discuss, annotate and ideate. This could 
be a collaborative text document, a 
virtual environment, code sandbox.

Remote Space.





Remote Tooling.



Productivity is all about not being 
slowed down by your tools. Krisp, Miro, 
Tripmode, Textexpander, Doodle, 
Bigtimer, Screenity, Calendly, Brain.fm.

Remote Tooling.

























Peer Bonuses.



Providing an incentive for colleagues 
to encourage/promote their best work. 
Provide $30 that each person can give 
to any team member every month.

Peer Bonuses.



↬ Curtis Einsmann, https://twitter.com/curtiseinsmann/status/1330741869207142403/photo/1



Perks.



Regular perks can be moved online. 
Chair, screen, Internet, coffee beans, 
laptop stand, camera, mic, headphones, 
video courses, online workshops, apps.

Perks.



Offices.



Companies are moving away from 
central locations. Satellite offices, 
smaller hubs in residential areas. 
Cheaper, better access to talent.

Offices.



↬ McKinsey, Reimagining the postpandemic workforce. July 7, 2020



Getting the process right

Wrapping Up



Getting the process right

Wrapping Up



Summary
Getting the process right

01 — Creative process is never linear, and it needs buffers. 
02 — Conversations need to be about alignment, not tools. 
03 — Create overlaps between design and dev teams. 
04 — We need a holistic overview of visible metrics. 
05 — KANO model gives us priorities to focus on. 
06 — Avoid distractions with 18mins-meetings, focus blocks. 
07 — Encourage everyone to turn on their camera. 
08 — Keep a separate doc/card for every meeting. 
09 — Always include estimate buffers: 2 × π × r + 2 weeks. 
10 — Exposure hours with customers helps stay on track.



Meow! 
@smashingmag


